The number of
parties and
relationships
involved

Enables us
to use the
Lloyd's
brand

Access to
unique
risk

Scale

Long
winded/
repeated

too many
standard
coverages being
introduced and
not enough
specialism

Service to
customer

Cost and resource
requirements
prevents entrants
and innovation

Underwriters
appetites for certain
types of business is
opaque - more
digital trading
platforms needed

Lack of
uniform
processes/
technology

Slow progress
of
implementing
standards

the centralised
systems chosen
lack the
innovation
needed to
improve process

Lead-in time
and onerous
information
requirements

Audits are still not joined
up - external auditors are
generally not properly
briefed - never have all the
documents and to keep
asking for duplicates of
things already provided to
the syndicate

still pushing
spreadsheet
bordereaux

Overly
complicated

Inability to
support
subdelegation

When compliance
processes/ wording issued
usually is 'strongly advised'
opposed to mandatory.
Very diﬃcult when only
some syndicates follow
guidance

Has enabled
us to trade
well during
lockdown

The ability of the
synd. to cancel
without penalty
even if the C/H has
committed to a
major spend and
development

lack of
integration of
CH systems to
Lloyds systems

unnecessarily
complicated

standards focus
to too much on
what Lloyds want
as opposed to
what market
wants
Poorly
communicated

wide range
of product
lines

Portfolio
view of
risk
lack of
ﬂexibility

The standard
LMA binder
agreements are
now out of date
and out of touch

data
lags

Reducing costs to increase
margin is the best way to
encourage longer
contracts. The way to
achieve this cost reduction
is through use of better
technology, data, and
integration.

lack of
suﬀcient
data

Prescriptive
bordereau
requirements
too onerous

Fails to address
issue over subdelegations to
allow for more
digital channels to
be accessed

community

If there is a
separate TPA then
communications
are very poor - it
needs much
better integration

Reviewing TPA
performance
needs to be
proactive rather
than reactive at
renewal

expensive

In today's
digital age
there has to
be abetter way
of interacting.

Where a panel of
TPAs used, not
integrated, TPAs
not always aware
that they have
been selected.

slow claims
settlements

GL claims
handling
costs

inconsistent

Annual period
renewal is a
commercial
disadvantage
compared to
composite market

MGA commits to a
long-term development
and marketing of a
product - but the
syndicate only commits
for a year - not a level
playing ﬁeld.

TPAs reputation is
not at risk, how do
we make them more
accountable to
incentivise better
performance?

Information
is not joined
up or real
time

Syndicate choice
should consider
performance/re
putation of TPA

TPAs have diﬀerent
drivers when
processing claims, not
always considering
Policyholder
experience or CH
reputation

Eﬃcient
tool for
volume
business

Strength of
relationships
with CHs

lack of
long term
planning
lack of
consistency
with market
changes

the multitude
of technology
options
available

Compliance
processes
across
syndicates not
in line

Creates a
"place and
wait"
attitude

Enables a
business
to trade

data
protocols
lack open
sources

exposure
management
ineﬃcient

too many
mouths
to feed!

expenses
too high

